FEATURES & BENEFITS

PlugTail® Spec Grade Duplex Receptacle 20amp 125volt Black

For detailed PlugTail® information, visit our PlugTail Headquarters.

RoHS

- .036 inch thick, brass, triple-wipe power contacts for lasting retention.
- Plated steel wrap strap design for maximum durability and corrosion resistance.
- No exposed terminals create a finger safe application before, during, and after installation.
- Built-in connector features large brass terminal blades to ensure consistent, reliable electrical connections.
- Ultrasonically welded polycarbonate connector housing secures terminations and conductors in a UL Listed, finger safe housing.
- Crimped and welded contacts.
- Large brass contacts snugly terminate on device blade terminals.
- Pre-stripped connector leads fasten to conductors, easier than standard pigtails.
- Auto-ground clip assures positive ground.
- For covering patents, see www.legrand.us/patents.
- For compatible wall plate options, from our TradeMaster unbreakable plates to our radiant screwless plates to our metal wall plates, click here.

SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL INFO

Color: Black
Product Series: PlugTail
Type: Receptacles
Duty: Extra Heavy Duty

LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS
RoHS: Yes
CUL Listing No: E140596
cULus: Yes
cUL Standard: UL498
Federal Spec: Yes
UL Listing No: E140596
UL Standard: UL498
UN SPSC: 39121406

DIMENSIONS
Depth (US): .625"
Height (US): 3.281"
Width (US): 1.5"

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Amps: 20A
NEMA Configuration Number: 5-20R
NEMA Rating: Yes
Volts: 125V
Volts (AC): 125
Capacity: Duplex
Grade Type: Federal Specification

BUY AMERICAN ACT COMPLIANCE
Country Of Origin: MEXICO
Buy American Act Status: Trade Agreement Act Compliant